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SEL’s STAR
Sel’s Star is a combination of two popular Quiltsmart patterns:  58” Lone Star and 
smart-ease Diamond Border.  Both patterns individually are easy to make, and the 
combination is exquisite!   You will need the 58” Lone Star Classic Pack and the 
Diamond Border pack plus 2 additonal Diamond Border panels.  Cutting require-
ments and instructions are found in the packs.  The following steps will show you 
how to combine the two patterns into one fabulous quilt!  

1 Using the 58” Lone Star 
Classic Pack, follow 

instructions 1-24 to create the 
Lone Star.   Replace the border 
CUTTING instructions with: 
Cut (16) 1.5” strips.  Sew 8 sets of 
2 strips together. Set aside 4 sets. 
Center each strip set to each side 
of the quilt, pin and sew.  Then 
center, pin and sew to top and 
bottom. (See photo in step 3.)
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Diamond Border

smart-ease Diamond Border makes PERFECT sense for completing 
a beautiful quilt!  Our Diamond Border helps you finish and dress-up 
your quilt with professional results.  Just fuse, flip and stitch on the 
printed line.  Easy for beginners and smart for everybody!  A great finish 
to Quiltsmart’s 38” and 58”  Lone Stars or any quilt!  
You will LOVE it!

It’s EASY!
• Smart, elegant alternative to a plain border!
• Accurate and fast - no bias cuts, only rectangles!
• Perfect professional results with ease!
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step 1 step 2 step 3 step 4

smart-ease is a great way to easily and professionally customize your 
quilts.  You get to spend your time on the creative aspects while the tedious 
parts are simplified!  smart-ease products make quilting fast and easy.  
Piecing is a snap with no little pieces to manage, no difficult angles to cut, no 
curved piecing, and no needle turning.  You get fabulous results in a flash!  In 
addition to quilting, smart-ease is also great for other projects...try it for 
home décor, wearables, and your other favorite creations. 

  • Fast and Accurate Results
 • Simple Techniques
 • Sew-On-The-Line Ease
 • Designed by YOU!

Diamond Border

You will love it!

CONTENTS: (2) printed fusible interfacing panels & instructions.
Each panel makes 2¼ yards of approximately 5¼” or wider finished border.

Smart-ease, another smart product from Quiltsmart!

fast - easy - smart!

smart-ease
...creative shortcuts for busy quilters

TM
smart-ease

...creative shortcuts for busy quilters
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2 Using smart-ease Diamond 
Border printed interfacing,  

make 4 strips of 28 diamonds 
following the instructions in 
the pack.  There are 3 sets of 
12 diamonds on each panel of 
interfacing, so 36 diamonds per 
panel.  So, you will need 4 panels 
Two come in the smart-ease pack.
Extra panels are available.

4 Measure the width of the 
border (border widths can 

vary between sewers....this one 
measured 5.5”) and cut 4 corner 
squares that same size.  Sew 
corner squares to each end of the 
remaining 2 Diamond Border 
strips. Sew these to the top and 
bottom of the quilt. 

6 Sew outer borders (width 
of your choice - this one 

was cut at 10.5”) as you sewed 
the narrow borders.  You can use 
scraps from the star to make a 
scrappy binding  (as the rectangles 
are 2.5” wide) or add a binding to 
compliment the inner borders.

Create a masterpiece with bright, jewel toned fabrics!  Yardage, Jellyrolls
& Fat Quarters
The Diamond Border the-
oretically requires approxi-
mately 1.5 additional yards 
(split by as many colors as 
you like), but often you can 
use leftovers from your star 
or your stash.  You will also 
need an additional 1.5 yards 
of background fabric for the 
Diamond Border.
(see cutting requirements 
for dimensions in Diamond 
Border instructions).
Cutting:  112 rectangles for 
the diamonds in a variety of 
colors - Sel used leftovers 
from her Lone Star.  208 
rectangles for background.
Jellyrolls can be used in the 
Lone Star quilt, and the 
Diamond Border because 
the diamonds are made 
from 2.5” wide strips.  One 
jellyroll strip yeilds about 
7 rectangles per strip.  The 
quilt is based on multiples 
of 8...so, it is best to have 
lots of strips available, or to 
make a scrappy quilt using 
the yardage chart on the 58” 
Lone Star instructions as 
a guide.  See the  58” Lone 
Star instructions for all 
yardage and cutting unless 
otherwise specified here.   
One fat quarter yeilds about 
24-28 rectangles, so you 
need about 12 fat quarters 
for the star, and about 4 
for the Diamond Borders. 
These numbers vary de-
pending on the width of the 
fabric.  

5 Sew second narrow border 
as you sewed the first - sides, 

then top and bottom easing the 
pieces to fit.

3 Sew the Diamond Border 
strips to the side borders, 

pinning first and easing to fit.

Visit our website to see a video 
with some hints and tips.

“shop online/smart-ease/
diamond border”
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